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Reviewer's report:

Dear Authors:

Congratulations for your work. Your work is fine and also shows sounding results.

Here are some of my comments to be included:

1) on title:- please include your study area and if possible year.
2) Background: please show the gap clearly. What is already known and what new knowledge this work will provide?
3) Methods: please put the sampling techniques and sample size part in few sentences. you shouldn't include those all procedures. And change the heading participants and sampling to study population and sampling technique
   -- make a new heading like data collection and include questionnaire, demographic factors etc under it.
   -- Remove ethical consideration from methods and put above the references incorporating with ethical consideration you had there.
4) Results:
   -- change characteristic of participants to socio-demographic characteristics...
   -- Please your result part must be sufficiently. You should put every findings there in text, tables and figures.

Thank you.
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